Hopscotch Programming
Code linked to maths (create a fun way to learn tables.






Use X,Y co-ordinates
Move a character using swipe
Display and control text
Detect and decide what a bump does
Debug code (if problems occur)

Here is a screen shot of a program which uses all of the features
in the bullet point list above. You will be shown what it does.
Your challenge will be to see if you can create the program.

Challenge 1 (Bronze)
1. Add 2 characters to the screen
 One should move left and right using screen swipe
 One should stay still
2. Add a message that tells whoever is using the program what to do (see
screen shot).
3. Add text to the screen displaying ‘what is the answer’ then wait for 3
Seconds before displaying a multiplication question (5 X 5 or another
times table, see screen shot).
4. Add the answer to the screen and only reveal the answer when your
characters bump.

If you are stuck here is some code that will help.

Challenge 2 (Silver)
1. Add 3 characters to the screen
 One should move left and right and up and down using screen swipe
 Two should stay still
2. Add a correct answer by one of characters that does not move and a
wrong answer by the other.
3. Only reveal the answers when your characters bump.
4. Set a multiplication question and challenge a peer with answering and
finding the correct answer.
5. If you are stuck here is some code that will help. (Only use it if you
really have to)

Challenge 3 (Gold)
1. Add 5 characters to the screen
 One should move left and right and up and down using screen swipe
o 4 should stay still.
o Position them using X,Y co-ordinates (look at the X,Y coordinates diagram for help)
2. Add answers by all of the 4 characters 3 wrong and 1 right.
o Position them using X,Y co-ordinates (look at the X,Y coordinates diagram for help)
3. Only reveal the answers when your characters bump.
4. Position the times table question on the screen automatically.
5. Reduce the size of the instruction message to 50%.
6. Add the background with your own colour scheme.
Here is the Position drawing.
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If you are stuck here is some code that will help. (Only refer to it if you
have to)

